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This was the seventh meeting on Theoretical and Matheluatical Biology at Oberwolfach sillce
1975. It occured during an expanding phase in this field with Inany Ilew research grollps bcillg
illitiated around the world. Forty scientists took part, with Inan)' interest.s~ and frolll Illauy
backgrounds and countries. A large proportion were young scientists wIta had thc opportuuit.y
thc present their work in an informal atmosphere.

Thc meeting was organised by Wolfgang Alt (Bonn) and Odo Dieklnann (Utreeht.). Thc nlain
topics discussed were cell physiology, population dynamics in an evolutionary perspective anel
interactions in space. The latter of these having a large overlap with the fOrIner t\""O topics. 1"10st
of the talks were of an analytical 01' numerical nature. Of interest is to see the trend towanls
1l10rc computational models as computational power increases and COluputers becollic acccpted
in the field of ~1athematicalBiology. From a mathematical point of view there appeared a trend
towards a merging of deterministic and stochastic concepts and models. There was also UlOrc
elnpha~is on Inodelling complex systems from the microscopic to the 1l1CSO- aud luacroscopic
indicating a move away from more phenomenolagical modelling approache:-).

SOllle of the topics cavered which can be faund in the proceeding abstract.s are: spat.ially
cxplicit lllodels of ecological and evolutionary dynamies: detenninistic and stocha~tic JJlOcleis of
population and evolutionary dynamies, fitness landscapes and ESS's, iInnlunology: epidcllliology:
recolnbination, adaptive dynamics, macroparasite interactions, coagulatioll: aggregation allel
fragluentation, randorn. walks, Brownian motion and interacting particles, nlorphogcllesis allel
woul1d healing, patterurörmation, transmembrane signaling, diIuer autolnata aud llli(:rot.uhllh~s .

1 eand tumor formation.
! The facilities at the institute were first rate and the staff friendl)' anel helpfnl. The gr(~at"""'".J foo<l alld beautiful surroundings made for an ideal setting for this eonfereuce.
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Fred Adler

Spatially-explicit models of local resource interaction: population dynamic and evo
lutionary consequences

Throllgh a. variety of approaches, modelers and empiricists have been studying thc evolutiollary
cOllsequcnccs of loeal resource interaction. Individual-based models, lattice lllodels, diffusion
lnodels, silllulation Dlodels and experiments have all played a role in improving our understalld-
illg of thc key factors in this area. I propose that a dass of spatially-explicit individual-ba.'5ed
1l1odels hascd on the dynamics of resources that are suffieiently flexible to address iIllport.ant
issnes, snfficiently realistic 1.0 be directly testable, and sufficient tractable 1.0 allow for derivat.iOe
of population dynamic and evolutionary principles. In particular, these IDodels have the poten- .
baI to llncover thc structure underlying basic scaling relations such as the -3/2 self-thinlling law
for plants and~ luore speeulatively, the 3/4 metabolie scaling for animals, aud cast Hew light '..
on the evolution of illteractions induding exploitation and interference competitioll, facilitatioll,
and cooperatiün.

'Volfgang Alt

Modelling aggregation: working session

Heacliug for a dass of siluple continuum models helping to understand the transient dynalllies of
ag~regatiollof indivirluals (e.g. epithelial ceIls in morphogenesis or wilderbeast fornling a herd)
we lüoke<! für an evolution equation describing both density dependent Illobility, It(1J,)~ as weIl CiS

dellsity induced drift: lllean aggregate velocity vector F = V[u], generally a functioual of dellsity
u = u(t, x):

\Vith the sinlple assulnption, lI[u] = Ku, the slope of the integral [((x) would indl~cc

aggregation. What is the role of the "diffusion term" l-l(u)V'xU? Für a lllotility that is re(!11ced
for high density it can lead to aggregation patterns with a plateau of maximal density.

K(x) K(x)

However, even without diffusion, I-l == 0, the hyperbolic equatiün is well-posed and has a
behaviour sitnilar to the Hopf-equation atU + U . U x = 0, for the integral M (t, x) = f~ n( t, ;I;' )d:c',
this leads to a fornlation of shocks, here Delta-Peak distributions in finite tilue.

In order to Dlodel cell or animal aggregates, in which also in regions of Iuaxinlal dcnsity,
IL = JL max there occurs 111otion, e.g. due to further cell division enlarging the aggregate or t.o
active lllotion, pushing the individuals within the dense "herd", we propose to treat systmlls of
equations similar to those used in multi-phase flow models for eOInposite Inaterials, that take
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into account equations for the stresses within the compacted region.

Ovide Arino

Density dependence in egg to larva recruitment in a fish population

This talk addresses the issue of explaining the low recruitment rate of eggs into the juvenile
stage in a population of fish. Several possible causes are brieHy discussed. A lllodel is proposed
based on the competition of larvae and a threshold to be reached by the larvae in order to go
to the juvenile stage. This work has been done in collaboration with ~1. L. Hibd (University
of ~1arrakes) R. Bravo de la Passa (University of Alcala de Henars). It is part of the research
programme on the Sole of the bay of Biscay undertaken in collaboration with ECOHAL, a lab
oratory at the nlarine institute IFREI\1ER (Nantes, France).

Ellen Baake

Exactly solved sequence space models

l'.1utation-selection models in sequence space have not been solved exactly except in trivial eases.
To remedy the situation, we first show that the parallel nlutation-selection lnodel is equivalcnt
to an Ising quantum chain. Three explicit examples with representative fitness landscapes are
thCll discussed and exactly solved with methods from statistical mechanics.

Nicola Bellomo

l\1odelling population dynamics with kinetic interaction and competition

Two recent papers [2,3] have developed a eellular (kinetic) theory far the analysis of the COlllpeti
tion between tumor and immune system cells in the early stage of tumor onset. This cOlllpetition
will eventually result in the depletion of the tumor or in its growth. The analysis was referrcd to
a stage called the free cells regime, that is such that the interactions, and therefore cOlnpetitioll
or cooperation, aeeur at a eellular level between pairs of. individuals. ~1athenlatical aspects
developed by various authors, e.g. [1], as doculnented in [2].

Although the original motivation of the above cited papers was strollgly related to Illodclling
tumor dynamics, it is recognized that the models praposed in [2,3J can be reasonably generalized
to several fields of biological and social sciences. The mathematical structure of these ulodels is
siInilar to the one of the nonlinear kinetic theory and, in particular, to the BoltzluaUIl eqnatioll.
Indeed, the evolution equation is an integro-differential equation with quadratic type nonlinearity
in the integral term.

The aim of this research line is to provide a sufficiently eomplete analysis: Illodelling, qual
itative and quantitative analysis, related to above mentioned dass of Illodels. Thc IllOdclliug
should provide a general framework that includes, as particular ca~es, the nlodels proposed in
[2,3J. The general framework is the one of mathematical methods in Illodelling and relatcd
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Viral quasi-species and recombination

qualitative analysis for population dynalnics.

[1] Arlotti, L. and BeUorno, N., On a new model of population dynatnics with stochastic illter
action, Transp. Theory Statist. Phys. 24, (1995), 431-443.

[2] Bellonlo, N., Forni, G. and Preziosi, L., On the kinetic (cellular) theory for the cOlupetition
betwcen tumors and host-immune system, J. Rial. Systems 4, (1996), (in press).

[:3] Bellolllo, N., Preziosi, L., and Forni, G., Tumors immune system interactions: The kinetic
celltllar theory, in Modelling Tumor Immune System Dynamies, Adaln, J. and Bellolllo, N. (eds.),
(1996), Birkhäuser.

l\/Iaarten Boerlijst, Sebastian Bonhoeffer and Martin Nowak

e
Virus populations are cOlnplex ensembles of distinct but related genoilles (so called C[uasi-
specics). I\1athClnatical descriptions of viral quasi-species focus on point Iuutations as thc luajor
SQl1rCe of variation. However, retroviruses (and many other viruses) are able to recolnbille their
gellonlCS. \Ve study a mathematical model of viral quasi-species dynamics which incorporatcs
both point nlutation and recombination. V·.,Te show that for low mutation rates recoHlbination
can reduce the diversity of the quasi·species and enhance overall fitness. For high lllutation rates,
howcver, recolnbination can push the quasi-species over the error threshold, and thereby eause a
loss of all genetic information. Finally, reeombination introduees bistability to the quasi-species;
if the frequellcy of an advantageous mutant is below a certain threshold, it will not he select.ed .

.huues Cushing

Nonlinear dynamics in insect populations: from equilibria to chaos, from mathe
matical models to laboratory experiments

This talk will describe an on-going interdisciplinary effort designed to demonstrate thc iUl
port.ance of nonlinear phenomena in population biology by means of nonlinear nlathelnat.ical
ll10dels in eonjunction with long term, controlled and replicated, laboratory experiments alld
extensive statistical tests of parameter estimation (with eonfidence intervals) and Illodel vali
dation. Thc laboratory animals used are species of Hour beetles (Tribolium). A discretc stage
structured model is derived that reflects the life cyde history of the beetle and the dominant
Ilonlinear mechanism driving their dynamics (namely, intra-stage cannibalism). A stochastic
version of the model provides the means to connect data with the model. A historical setÄ
data was used to obtain parameter estim~tes and theoretieal predictions of beetle dYllaluW
w hen selected parameters are changed [1]. Bifurcation theory provides the llleans by w hieh to
organize the experimental design and protocols. Aseries of replicated experiments were carried
out for one year to demonstrate that the model predicted bifurcations can be p~oduced in the
lahoratory [2]. Based on the suecess of these results, another series of experinlents has been
conducted over the last two years that is designed demonstrate that further types of attractors
prcdicted by the deterministic model, induding chaos and strange attractors, are obtaillable in
thc laboratory eultures. This project not only provides a thoroughly validated dOCuIllentatioIl
of nonlinear dynamics and bifurcation theory in population dynamies, hut provides the first rig
orously validated ease of chaos in a biological population. Other nonlinear phenomena are also
been studied by the model and the same interdisciplinary effort, including the ability of transieut
phenomena caused ?y saddle nodes to predict differences in routes that orbits take to attractors
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and thereby, stochastically, to account for observed differences in data fronl replicated culturcs;
anel the ability of the model to predict an unusual phenomenoll observed by .Jillson [3] that the
total population biomass can inerease when the environnlental resouree is periodically flllctuated.

[1] Denllis, B., Desharllais, R.A., Cushing, J.~1. and Costantino, R.F., Nonlinear dmIlographic
dynaluics: olathematical, models, statistical methods, and biological experhnents, Ecological
i\10nographs 65 (3), (1995), 261-281.

[2] Costantino, R.F., Cushing, J.1\1., Denllis, B. and Desharnais, R.A., ExperiIuentally indllccd
transitions in the dynamics behaviour of insect populations, Nature 375, (1995), 227-230.

[3] Jillson, D., Insect populations respond to Huetuating envirOllnlents, Nature 288, (1980), 699
700.

Andreas Deutsch

On the Origin of Swarms by Means of Orientation-Induced Pattern Formation

It is typical of life cycles in Inany microorganisms that aphase of individually triovillg cells
(dispersal) is followed by astate of cooperative gliding (aggregation and/or swarrningY - exalupies
are abundant among slime moulds (e.g. Dictyostelium discoideum) or Inyxobacteria. How. cau
such transition to social pattern formation be initiated?

Clearly, SOllle sort of interaction is necessary as a precondition for aggregation. Traditionally,
Inodels have been studied which are based on substances ("attractants") produced by the cells
and diffllsing within the surrounding medium. We use a different approach solely hased on cells
having a natural axis of orientation, moving according to this direction anel reorienting due to
the orientation distribution of neighbouring ceIls (the "degree of dependence" being tuned hy
a sensitivity parameter). The model is fonnulated as a stocha..,;tic cellular alltoluaton ("lattice
gas").

Sinnl1ations showaphase transition if the sensitivity paralueter supersedes a critical valllc 
beyond thc threshold formation of oriented patches is observed. \Ve denlonstrate that the criti
cal value obtained in simulations ean be confirmed by linear stability analysis of the .~n}(lerlyillg

Boltzlnann equation (neglecting correlations, "Stoßzahlansatz" ). This analysis further suggests
possible scenarios of swarm pattern initialization by subtle increase of sensitivity or ceIl density
if these changes oecur within the critical region.

VIf Dieckmann

The dynamical theory of coevolution: a unifying perspective

A unifying framework is presented for deseribing the phenotypic coevolutionary dynaInics of
a general eeological community. We start from an individual-based approach aIlowing for thc
interaction of an arbitrary number of species. The adaptive dynanIics of species' trait vallles is
derived frOln the underlying population dynamics within the cOllilnunity; in consequence, t.lle
evolutionary process is driven by ecological change.

\Ve present a hierarchy of four dynamical models for the investigation of coevoilltiollary sys
tems. Thc necessity of stochastic treatment is demonstrated and deterministic approxinlatiolls
are derived where appropriate. The mathematical framework advanced here to our knowledgp
is the first one to combine the individual-based, stochastic perspective with a fully dYlla.1Jlical
analysis of the phenotypic coevolutionary process.

Deductions are given to derive various well-known equations frolll thc literature of (co)evolll-
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t.iollary lllOdelling as special cases of aur approach. In particular, equations central to the ficlds
or evolutionary galue theory, adaptive dynamies, replicator dynaluics anel reactioll-diffusioll sys
teIns are recovercd. In consequence, the different dOlllains of validity for these Inodels are
delincated and several ad-hoc assumptions can be renloved.

Oelo Dieklnann

An invasible yet unbeatable strategy: working session

In discussions about adaptive dynamics the. following rather special yet illtlluillating exanlple
shows that invasibility may not tell the whole story:

x(t}

y(t}

cx(t - 3)g(x(t - 3) + y(t - 4)}

Cly(t - 4)g(x(t - 3) + y(t - 4))

This exaluple l'deseribes" a seulelparous population, like Padfie Salmon, in whieh two suh
populations eOlupete in the nursery. One reproduees after three years, the other after 4 years.
If / < 1, the last is out-eompeted in steady state. But it may invade sueeessfully in a two cycle
sillce it call synchronise to thc good years. But by aphase shift the resident 3-type luay strike
back and ultimately out-compete the 4-type.

Regis F~rriere and Oscar DeFeo

Adaptive dynamies: three routes to dimorphism

A crucial issue in the study of adaptive dynamies is the transition from a lllonolliorphic state
to a dimorphie state. Consider the ease of a resident strategy X that ean be invaded by new
strat.egies Y. For different Y's, the outeome of the eompetitive proeess luay yield either a new
111ononlorphic state(Y takes over X) or a dimorphie state (X and Y coexist). How does ei
thcr outcome relate to the reverse invasion, or the lack thereof, of type Y by type X? \Ve offer
an ~nswer based on the bifurcation analysis of possible routes to dimorphisnl of a sitnplc, yet
general model of life-history evolution. We find that aeross a transcritical point, the transit.ion
cxactly lnatches the sign change of the invasion exponent of X. Along with an attractor crisis,
thc transition may take plaee although the invasion exponent of X is still negative. In fact.,
the eventual transition is eompletely indeterminate in this case, due to the fractal strllcture of
the hasin of the dinlorphic attractor. Finally, one may follow a rold-Hopf bifurcation route to
dilllorphisin. Then a positive invasion exponent for X is not sufficient to ensure transit.ionA
dilllorphism: in the population density phase space, the Y invariant nlanifold eonnects w_
itself by a heteroclinic loop, whieh entails that Y is invasible, yet unbeatable.

Eckhard Finke

Deterministic and stochastic models far dynamics of population growth and genetic
structure

EstilnatiollS of the extinetion risk of small populations are based on investigations of thc popu
lation dynalnies. However this dynamic is influeneed also by the internal genetie structure of thc
cndangered species. Thus we explore a stochastic model, whieh eoupled nlodels fronl population
genetics and the population eeology.
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In small populations the genetic structure is deterrnined essentially through thc luatillg
system (particularly through the degree of inbreeding or out-breeding). In the developed IIlOdcl
a parameter a has been introduced, which describes a certain realization of the luating SystClll.

For a > 1 one receives inbreeding, for a < 1 out-breeding and for the borderline case (L = 1
randorn mating.

The simulation of different genetic structures (selection coefficient) with different luat.illg
systems shows strang differences in:

• extinction risk,

• conservation or lass of genetic variability,

• influence of spatial structures.

The interpretation of the results as weil as the deterrninistic analysis of the Inodcl yield
references for the protection of endallgered species.

l\lIarino Gatto

Optimal body size and allometric relationships in macroparasites

Host parasite density dependent models together with allometric relationships between various
demographie parasites and the size of both parasites and their mamlualian host are employed
to illvestigate the problem of evolutionary optimal body sizes in parasites. Oue starts with the
general ulacroparasite model of the fonu:

dH

dt
dP

dt

1jH (1-~) -aP

APH k + 1 p 2

-- - (JL + a+ b)P - Q---
Ho+H k H

where Hand P are host and parasite densities, 1] and Kare thc intrinsic rate of iIicreasc alld
the carrying capacity of hosts, A the fertility of parasites, J..t the intrinsic mortality oe" parasites,
b the host mortality, Q the parasite induced mortality, Ho a semi-saturation constaut which
depends on the contact rate in an inverse fashion, k a paralueter describing thc clulnping of
parasites inside their hosts.

Let 0 be the body size of parasites and W the body size of hosts. Froul extensive iuvestigation
of different assemblages of rnamrnals and intestinal nematodes it is possible to derive the following
allornetric relationships: K '" W-O.7, "7 '" ~V-O.27, b '" W-O.26 , JL '" 0-0.25 , A l"'ooJ no.\ (\' l"'ooJ

(n/~V)2. Three evolutionary criteria are used:

• ~1aximum rate of spread of parasites in a parasite free population of K hosts,

• Non-invasibility of a host-parasite complex by a parasite with a different body size,

• l\1axiInum adaptability to a range of different environmental conditions.

All the criteria point out that there exists a linear correlation between host anel parasit.e
body size on a log-log scale. For realistic values of the parameters the slope is approxiulatcly
0.8 as shown in the following figure. This result qualitatively luatches existing data.
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Describing movements of populations resulting from individual based biased ran
dom walks

Taxis, area-restricted search, and other forms of biased random walks are important elements
of cell migration in immune responses, wound healingt and morphogenesis; they also are the
basis of many foraging, dispersal, and reproductive behaviors in micro-organisms and in highere
anitnals. Mathematical models which relate population-level advective and diffusive fluxes to
observations of individual behavior are important tools in understanding and predicting these
processes. Typically, these models assume that individual behavior is governed by !\1arkoy pro
eesses, and result in advection-diffusion equations with variable coefficients. The usefulness of
this approach to biologists has been limited in part by overly simplistic individual behaYiors as
sumed in existing models. In particular, previous models have drastic and unrealistic limitations
on individuals' physiological or cognitive "memory". I present derivations of advection-diffusion
equations for more general and realistic individual behaviors, in which individuals possess state
variables that ean encode both their memory of recent conditions and also complex internal
state dynamics. The analysis is based on an eigenmode expansion of Boltzmann-type integral
equations in velocity aod state variables, and takes advantage of a difference in time- and space
scales bet\veen individual'responses and environmental variations. A perturbation expansion
results in a general adveetion-diffusion equation that may be solved analytically or nunlerically
to investigate the effects of various behaviors and substrate distributions. I show how the results
of these equations ean be cast in terms of measurable and biologically relevant parameters. anel
can give useful insights in ecological, evolutionary, and medical applications.

Shay Gueron

Steady-state group size distributions of discrete coagulation fragmentation pro
cesses aod their applications to animal grouping

The talk deals with discrete coagulation-fragmentation processes. \Ve consider a fixed size pOP_.
ulatioll in which groups coagulate and fragment at different rates, and look for the resultin_
stationary group size distribution. We define the problem is defined as an ergodie, discrete time,
hOlnogeneous Markov process where the states space is the set of aU partitions of the population
size. \Ve show how to translate given coagulation and fragmentation rates into a transition
matrix. Computing the eigenvector of this transition matrix gives the stationary probability
distribution on the states space, from which we obtain the desired stationary group size distri
bution. Practical use of this direct method is limited to relatively small populations beeause the
dimensions of the transition matrix grow exponentiaUy with the population size. \Ve oyercome
this restrietion by developing a Mante Carlo simulation method, whose complexity per step
grows only linearly with the population size.

The eoagulation-fragmentation problem appears in different contexts such as polYluer ki
netics, and the related lllodels use integral equations or infinite sets of differential equatioos.
These are based implicitly on a heuristically motivated approximation and are reasonable only
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for large populations. \\Te derive here a new set of discrete coagulation-fraguwIltation equatioll~

for the stationary group size distribution, and solve then1 by applying the salne approxilnatioJl
while pointing out explicitly where it is made. \Ve explain why this approach is inaccurate for
sn1all populations and demonstrate by examples that when the coagulation-fragnlentation rates
lilnit stable groups to be small with respect to the total population, it becolnes is a fairly gooel
approximation. \Ve relate the discrete problem to the analogous eontinuous lnodel by conlparing
our results for large populations to the steady state solutions of the coagulation-fragmentatioll
integral equation. The agreement between these independent results is a step towards justifyiug
the continuous formulation for large populations.

\Vhile the proof for the general case remains open, we study the special case of a pair fonna
tion dynamics, and prove that the solution of the coagulation-fraglnentation equatiolls cOllverges
to thc exact solution when the population size grows to infinity. Finally, we use the discrete
lnodel to study animal grouping and show that modal group size distributions can cInerge au
tonolllously frolll "monotonie" eoagulationjfragmentation rates ifthe population is largc ellough.

rvlats Gyllenberg

Struetured metapopulation models

The greatest threat to the survival of species worldwide is loss of suitable habitat.- Prescntl)',
continual fragn1entation, deterioration and destruction of habitats are going on. TI;e .appropriate
fralucwork for treating the consequenees of changes in habitat strueture is that of luetapopulation
dynanücs.

The classical Illodel of Levins, who eoined the term "nletapopulation~' is based on sevcral
siluplifying assumptions, for instanee:

1. Spatial arrangement of habitat patehes is ignored,

2. All patches are assumed to be identical (of thc same size and quality )

3. Local dynamies, in partieular the effect of migration upon loc~l dynantics, is ignored.

In this talk I outline several different modelling approaches by whieh one can relax SOllle 01'

all of the above assunlptions. The eommon feature of these approaches is that oue starts by
lnodelling meehanisms at the loeal level, then lifts the model to the Illetapopulation level anel
finally studies phenomena at the metapopulation level. BotIl continuous-tinle and discrete-tilue
as weil as deterministic and stochastie models are treated. It is shown that these structured
Illodels generally have quite a different qualitative behaviour than unstruetured lllodeis. These
differences ean be crucial in applications to eonservation biology.

Karl-Peter Hadeler

Epidemie spread by correlated random walks

Models for reaetions and nl0tion of particles usually assurne the form of reaction diffusion equa
tions. Here the underlying proeess is Brownian motion. Like the heat equatioll, these show thc
unwanted effect of infinitely fast propagation. l\1ore realistic models for lnotion in spacc are
correlated randorn walks and - in higher space dimensions - systems of Boltzluann type.

Thc standard SIR model for an epidemie has been combined with correlated randOlll walks.
Then the models for the spread of epidemies in spaee becollle hyperbolic SystCBlS of partial
differential equations. Reaetion diffusion systems for epidemie spread can he seen as linlitiug
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cases für large speeds and frequent turns. Various features connecting thc contact and the
lllotion processes can be incorporated into these models.

For the case where only infectives Inove (the "Rabies problem") [1] and the liluiting case
of slow infectious [2] the problenl of existence of traveling front solutions ha.'3 been discllssed in
detail.

[1] Hadeler, K.P., Traveling epidemie waves and correlated random walks, in: Differential Equa
tions and Applications to Biology and Industry, Martelli lVI. et a1. (eds.) 145-156, "VorId Scieu
t.ific, Singapore (1996).

[2] Hadcler, K.P., Spatial epidemie spread by correlated randorn walk, with slow infectivcs. To
appear in Proceedings 0/ the Dundee Conference on Ordinary and Partial Differential Equation,s
(1996).

Andreas Herz

Simplicity and complexity in population dynamics

Nicholson's laboratory experiments with isolated insect populations demonstrate that. resource
linütations can cause intrinsic ascillations in the size of a biological population. The experiluental
data show ftuctuations with a pronounced periodic signature and oscillation periods that are
surprisingly robust under variations oE the experimental conditions.

ßased Oll an analysis of a age-structured population model, a theoretieal explanation for
these phenolnena is presented. In the model it is assumed that the probability ta survivc to
age a alld then reprod llce does not depend on the population size. The "potential fecunrlity"
t.l~llS defined is described by same kernel F(a). The competition for resources is Inodeled by a
nonlinear function gwhich describes the relation between tbe number x(t) oE eggs laid at tinle
t aud the cntire potentially reproductive population at that time, JF(a)x(t - a)da. Togcther,
these assurnptions result in the nonlinear Volterra integral equation x(t) ::::: g(f F(a)x(t - a)da].

UucIer certain conditions, this model allows for apreeise prediction of the oscillation period
without any parameter estimates from tirne-dependent experimental data. The analysis is basecl
Oll a Lyapunov functional for monotone nonlinearities 9 and kerneis F(a) that are syHl1l1ctric

around SOlne a mean . For hurnped nonlinearities, numerical simulations show period-doubliug;
bifufcations together with strict locking of the period betw~en the bifurcations.

In the liInit of a vanishing spread of the reproductive age, where F(a) becolnes a delta
function h(a - amean), tbe model reduces to the well-known logistic map. A cOlnparison be
tweell the present model, the logistic map, and models using delay-differential equations with
a single lnaturatioll delay highlights the relation between dynamical phenomena exhihited hy~
these different approaches, their biological validity, and, more generally, the lirrlits of silnplific(_
population Inodels.

Thonlas Hillen

Qualitative Analysis of semi-linear Cattaneo Equations

Thc linear Cattaneo equation appears in heat transport theory to describe heat wave propagation
with finite speed. It also can be seen as a generalization of a correlated randoDl walk. If
thc systenl adlnits llon conservative forces (or reactions) then a nonlinear Cattaneo systmll is
obtailled:
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Ut + Vv

TVt +Dvu+v

where u(t, x) E R and v(t, x) E Rn are functions of time t 2:: 0 and space x E n c Rn. In the
heat transport interpretation u is the temperature and v is the heat flow. If the systeln describcs
random motion of particles then u is the particle density and v the particle flow.

\Ve consider asymptotic behavior of solutions of the nonlinear Cattaneo systelll. Followiug
Srayton and l\/Iiranker a Lyapunov function is defined which shows global existence of solut.ions
and that the set of all stationary solutions forms aglobai attractor.

Georgy Karev

Structural models of biological community dynamics and the ergodie theorems

Theory of structural models is the most adequate tool for constructing Dlathetnatical 1110dels
that links effects at individual, population and community levels. These models nlay" Re used für
studying of population and cOlnmunity dynamics in evolutionary perspective. This talk contains
the results describing asynlptotic behaviour of the general autonOInic age-state loodel with 11

types of individuals described by several structural variables; existence, uniquel1ess, stability anri
exact {onn of lirnit distributions, estimate of convergence speed, Inethod of calculatiiIg thc agc
structure and ttregulating (unctionals" of limit distributions; besides that, Inethods of research
ing of two classes of nonlinear community models; separate and Gurtin-~1cKalny type lllodels
are proposed. The rnain results m~y be applied to 1) structure models of metapopulatians; 2)
structure models of communities consisting from n populations; 3) structure 1l1odels of popula
tions with complicated life cycles; 4) gap-modelling of forest communities; 5) succession rarest
nlodels; 6) ergodic theorems for structural models.

"Ergodie hypothesis in biology" asserts that the climax state of the succession systeln of
plant biocenoses possesses the following property: The area under i-th biocenose lUllst be pro
portional to a ttproper tiIne" of its development. This hypothesis is a particular case of ergodic
theorelns that are proved for general structural models of communities.

Markus Kirkilionis

e Numerical continuation of equilibria of physiologically structured populations

NUluerical methods for the continuation and bifurcation analysis of invariant sets bad a Inajor
iInpact for the understanding of finite dimensional dynamical systenls given by Inaps and ODE:s.
Such systems are widely used in population dynamics to describe the interaction of spccies.
However, it became clear that quite often a population's dynamics can only be understoou if
individual differences are taken into account, a good example is cannibalisnl. In this case th(-!
species' behaviour could never be described under the assunlption that all illdividuals are eqllal.
Also, models of physiologically structured populations (or short PSPl\1's) can be usen to derive
nlechanistically from a micro..level (here the individual level) models on a macro-Ievel (here thc
population-level), which Inight then be describable by a finite dinlensional system like an ODE.
To understand the additional properties arising from a population consisting of individuals~

nUluerical tools for bifurcation analysis are under developnlent. They are hopefully giving the
same kind of insights as they did in the finite-dinlensional casc.
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PSPM's can be given in different forms, birth of individuals in the individual state space n (a
space containing all possible individual's state positions as given by length, size, energy content
etc.) can be continuously distributed over (subsets of) n or concentrated only at finitely Inany
points, births can be continuous in time or heing events etc. We have chosen a detenninistie
setting with just one possible state-at-birth and continuous reproduction, fOrIuulated as coupled
integral equations. The eoupling is given by so-eaHed environmental interaetion variables I, and
the I1lodel becolnes nonlinear only by dependence of ingredients on I. This has the advantage
that every population ean be modelled first independently by a linear subnlodel, anel only in a
second step nonlinear feedback is taken into aecount. This fonDulation has also advantages for
the implementation of the numerical algorithms.

In this talk we addressed specifieally the problem of numerical eontinuatioll of eqllilibria.
To do so, we need to construct a finite-dimensional approximation of a nlap G : ..\ x A --+ .S,
where the infinite-dimensional space X contains the possible population states and 1\ is a finite
diInensional parameter space. Given G and a fixed a E A, an equilibrium cau be ealculated by
solving the equation G(x, a) = 0, x E X. We gave a recipe how to obtain a finite-dimensional
approximation G* of G in the ease dim(A) = 1. Essentially the idea was to follow individual
characteristies in n and to stop computing the characteristics after finite time. The usual cou
tinuation algorithms eau be used with G* to eompute the dependence of equilibria on a single
parameter. After a formal linearisation of G and the derivation of a characteristic equatioll
F : X x C x A, now with dim(A) = 2 and C being the complex numbers, we are ahle to
calculate stability boundaries of equilibria in two parameter space, again with a similar finite
diluensional approximation F* of F. In this case we use the combined systeln G* (x, a) == 0 anel
F*(x, iw, a) := 0 which implicitly define the stability boundary.

Rene Lefever

Modelling of vegetation patterns by non-Ioeal Verhulst-Fisher equations

A non-Ioeal Verhulst-Fisher model is presented which describes the dynalnie vast classes of ter-
restrial plant comlnunities growing in arid semi-arid regions throughout the worlcl. On thc basis
of this model, we show that the vegetation stripes ("tiger bush") formed by these COlIlnllllüties
result from an interplay between sho1't range cooperative interactions controlling plant 1'eprodllC-
tion and long range self~inhibitory inte1'aetions originating from plant eompetition for enviroll
Inel1tal resourees. Isotropie as weH as anisotropie environmental conditions are discussed. "Ve
find that vegetation stripes tend to orientate themselves in the direction parallel 01' perpendicu-
laI' with I'espeet to the direction of anisotropy depending on whether this anisotropy influenees
the interactions favouring Of inhibiting plant reproduction; furthermore, we show that groul1d
Cllrvature is not a necessary condition for the appearance of areuate vegetation patterns. In _
agreenlent with in situ observations, we find that the width of the vegetated bands increases ..
when environmental conditions get more arid and that patterns formed of stripes orientated
parallel to the direction of a slope are static, while patterns which are perpendicular to this
direction exhibit an upslope motion. Moving front interfacial instabilities are predicted.

Jürgen Lenz

Transmission of tensional patterns across eell boundaries

Moving cells exert tension on their immediate surroundings. Tension is generated within the
filanlentous actin cytoskeleton and transmitted across the cell membrane via certain Inelnbrane
proteins whieh are bound to the cytoskeleton and to the extracellular matrix at the sanle tÜlle.
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There is a strong interaction between the kind of transnlission or percolatioll of tCllsional pat.
terns across the nlembrane and the microarchitecture of their molecular assenlblies pcrfonning
the translnission.

This interaction was investigated using a many particle loodel based on a ulicroscopic ßrow
niall dynanlics approach. Shnulations were presented which show the defonnation and tension
distribution of a prefornled filamentous network attached to a scaffolding structure via a bound
ary layer after exertion of an external force pattern.

. Lilles of high tension appear within thc network which ::Iuap" the exposed force pattern to
a tension distribution within the scaffolding structure.

These results iudicate how tensional patterns can be trallsrnitted across the cell boundary
aud how the internal tension state of the cytoskeleton may represent the action of an underlying
force pattern. This points to the possibility of interpreting the transluission and storage of
tension as a kind of inforolation processing.

IVloreover, this model emphasizes the wor~th of structural approaches in sitnulatiIig evcnts of
asseoIbly with large structure-function relationships within the cytoplasnl which, as a whale, is
highly structured.

Philip l\1aini

Propagating patterns in morphogenesis and wound healing

Propagating patterns arise in developmental biology and in wound healing. In hotb cases cells
respond to external cues and also influence the cues, resulting in "dynanlic reciprocity". One
example from morphogenesis concerns the development of multicellularity in the slilne IHoid
Dictyostelium discoideum (Dd). Following starvation, periodic waves of the chenlical cA~/IP

initiate tbe aggregation of Dd amoebae via a ceIl streaming luechanisnl. A ulodel cOllpling ccll
cherllotaxis and cAMP reaction-diffusion is derived and it is shown that aggregation can occur
as the consequence of the growth of a small amplitude pattern in cell density forccd by thc largc
anlplitude cAMP waves.

In wonnd healing, the alignment of the extracellular matrix (ECl\1) on which ceIls Ul0ve
plays a key role in the quality of healed tissue. A model involving fluxed induced alignulcllt
is developed and analysed, and experimentally testable predictions are made on how aligrllneut
can be influenced by manipulating key parameters.
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HallS IVlctz

Towards a Bifurcation Theory of ESS's?

Evolutionarily Stable Strategies, are strategies such that if the whole population plays thclu no
alternative strategy can invade the population. The calculation of such strategies provides H5

with predictors for the passible lang term outcomes of the evolutionary process.
Ta get lnore specific we need the concept of fitness. Initially a nlutant is prescnt in such

sluall lltunbers that its environment is essentially set by the resident population. Thcrefore thc
dyurunies of the population descending fronl it is essentially linear. The dOlninant Lyapunov
exponent of this linear dynamics we shall call sX{Y), where the Y refers to the trait value
charactcrising the 111utant'5 strategy as opposed to the resident strategy ..\. ..Y and Y are
aSSlll11ed to take values in some nice subset of Rn. Y can(not) invade )( when s ..\(Y·) > 0 « 0).

By necessity s.X"(.X) = o. We assume that X persists. So the population dynamics has to
procccd to an attractor with the X population neither growing nor declining in the long run_
In other words the ..\'"-population has exponential growth rate zero, and so have all HUltants
indistinguishable from it. I shall assurne for simplicity that the population dynanlical attractor
is nnique. An ESS is such a value X· of ..\'" that sX· (Y) < 0 for all Y ..Y·. Often it is difficult.
to calculate s itself~ whereas it is still possible to find same niee expression in .\ anel Y t.hat.
is 1l1onotonically related to s in Y for each value of X. Or else some expression whieh is sigll
equivalent to s. In those cases we can first maximise s for Y and then set }?' equal to 4Y to
obtaill ..Y*. For one dinlensional trait spaces one can deduee both the position of the ESS's anel
thc evolutionary convergence to them by plotting the sign pattern of s in the (x,y)-plalle. I shall
refer to this plot a.s the Pair-wise Invasion Plot. Mutants for whieh s is positive can invade.
Thcy can take over only when sy(x) < O. s changes sign on the diagonal and possibly on SOHle
othcr curvcs. \-"here these curves eross the diagonal \ve have (loeal) Evolutionarily Singular
point.s. These points correspond to either fitness lnaxima or fitness minima in the y-dircction.

It is possible by subsequent mutant substitutions to converge to 01' diverge fronl a singular
point, he it a fitness nlininlum 01' a maximum. This can be read of from the PIP. If cOllvcrgcllcc
is t.o a fitness luaximunl the population stays there. These are the good evolutiollary attractors.
These attraetors are a subset of the ESS's only. If it converges to a fitness nliniultlIll the
population will start to become dimorphie.

Thc diInorphie region of the (XI,x2)-plane is characterised by the fact that Xl and X2 call
invade into each other. Dimorphie populations can be analysed in the same nlanner as 1llonOlllor
phic oues. \-Ve ask whieh Inutants can invade and possibly take over. For simplicity wc shall
frOHl now on consider the case of small mutational steps. This allows us to draw evolutionary
isoclines in the subset of (Xl ,x2)-plane corresponding to dimorphisms.

It is possible to write down a fuH classification of the singular points in tenns o.f the secoua
partial derivatives of s in the x and y directions. Intriguingly these quantities also dctenninW
the cvolutionary progression in the dimorphie region near to the diagonal. This is due to thc
fact that a dimorphie population with two equal resident types provides the salne envirolllncllt
für an invading mutant as the eorresponding monomorphic resident population.

A next step is to classify the possible bifurcation patterns of such singular points when a
1110del parameter is changed. This effort is hampered by the fact that at the crucial point
~Cl = X2 == x· the function SXlX2(Y) only allows directional derivatives in the (Xl,X2)-plane,
and not a fuH derivative. But other regularities can be exploited. On the boundary of the
polynlorphislll set in the (Xl,x2)-plane one of the two types goes extinct while the ot.her type
rCluains. So basically the invasion problem elose to such a boundary resernbles thc invasion
prohlenl in thc corresponding monomorphic population. This allows us La. to tell wherc the
isoclines cross the the boundaries. The lack of differentiability combined with these COllstraillts
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leads to a collection of bifurcation patterns which differ in nlany ways frolll those cOllllIlonly
observed for differential or difference equations.

The classification of the common bifurcation patterns is based on geolnetric considerations
only. Finding good algebraic characterisations is very much an open problein.

~dasayasu J\1imura

A phenomenological model of bacterial colonies

It is known that one bacterial species, B. subtilis exhibits diverse growth patterns depending
on the environmental conditions; the concentrations of nutrient and agar. If the environluent is
quite poor (hard agar with poor Dutrient) there appear very complex patterns with branclled
struetllres. It resembles DLA clusters. On the other hand, if the environUlent is rich~ it shows
a disk' like patterns which propagate outward with eonstant velocity.

In order to theoretically understand such diversity and cOluplexity of patterns, we propose
aspace tilne continuous model for the bacterial cells and the Dutrients. The essential ansatz in
lllodelling is that bacterial cens consist of two types: one is active cells and the other inactivc
ceIls. It is nUlnerically demonstrated that our model generates very satisfactory patterns which
are in quite good agreement with experiments. By this result it could be confirnled that such
diverse patterns are generated by the same underlying principles.

.Johauues IVlüller

Scaling methods and approximative equations for homogeneous reaction diffusion
systems and applications to epidemics

\:Ve consider a reaction-diffusion equation which is homogeneous of degree one. This hOlllO
geneity is a syrnmetry. The dynamics is factorised into trivial evolution due to synullctry and
nontrivial hehavior. This is done by a projection into an appropriatc hyper luanifold. Thc
rClllaining evolution equations are rather complex. vVe examine the hifurcation behavior of a
stationary point of the projected system. Therefore techniques for dimension reduction silnilar
to the Ginzbllrg-Landau approximation (GL) are used. Since we are not in the classical GL sit
uation, the reluaining approximative equations have a quadratic nonlinearity and the anlplitude
does not scale with € but with €2. Moreover, the symmetry enforces that not only Olle but two
equation are necessarily to describe the behavior of the systenl. This result is used to al1alyze
an epidemie model.

.J ürgen Nauroschat and Uwe an der Heiden

Transmembrane signaling via stimulatory G-Proteins

Guanine-nucleotide regulatory proteins C'G-proteins") are universal elements of the tranSlneln
brane signaling system, modulating and conducting external messages on their way fronl lllcnl
braue receptors to effector units which control signal-specific intracellular processes. The effec
tor IUOst frequently involved is the enzyme adenylate cyclase, releasing the "second:~ Inessengcr
cAl\1P to thc cytoplasmic domain.

\\Te present a mathematical model of the receptor/stimulatory G- protein/ adp-nylat.e-eyc1asc
network. The model is based on the bionlolecular mechanislns ullderlying the activatioll allel
inactivation procedures of the pathway. In particular, a recently discovered negative fcedhack
loop is taken inta account by which activation of the G-pratein favours receptor kinases t.o
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phosphorylate the agollist-occupied receptor, thus illducing inhibition of receptor jG-proteiucOllplillg. Another feature of the model is the inclusion of thc so called receptor-scqllestrat.ionwhic:h ellables dephosphorylatioll of receptors in vesic1es rieh in phosphatase.
The Jllodel is expressed in terms of rate equations for a total of eleven biochenücal species.

ßy evaluation of quasi-steady-state conditions and conservation laws fillally a system cOluprisingfonr llonlinear differential equations is obtained. The remaining "essential" dependent variablesrepresent the free and the agonist-bound receptors, the G~proteinactivity, and the output cAl\IIP.Thc ordinary differential system is non-autünomous because of tbe external inftuence of the
agonist signal.

The systeln is analyzed with respect to different stimulus-configurations. There is a boundeddOlnaill with the shape of a prism containing a11 biologically relevant trajectories, uo ulatterwhich stilnulus-coufiguration is applied. Of course, the prism contains the steady-states occllringnudel' stationary input conditions. These steady~states can be shown to exist llniquely, tohe locally asynlptotically stahle, and to depend monotonously on the input strength. This _
depcndencc is nonlillear, exhibiting saturation effects. The mathematical analysis is cont.inucd_with respcct to tilne-varying inputs and responses. The response to the Ollset of stiulltlation ofa systelll adapted to the resting state is immediate for the two receptor states, hut delayed for
act.iV(~ G-protein aud cAl\1P.

N1l1nerically we illustrate several properties of the nlodel, such as hypersensitivity alld deseusiti7.ation/resensitization-behavior, which are important characteristics of biological infonnationprocessil1g.

Hans Otluner

Adaptive models far movement: from microscopic rules to macroscopic equations

T'he ability to detect external signals and respond to them by altering behaviours is characteristh:of hiological systenls ranging from the cellular to the organismic level. MatHe indivirluals Blustbe able to detect food sourees, the presence of prey, noxious substances, etc., alld respond byaltering their pattern of movement or other behaviour. Since most biological systmns luaiutailla harrier between inside and outside, they must also have mechanislus for transducing ext.erualsignals into internal signals. ~1any sensory systems are also able to adapt to COllstant StilllUli, bywhieh we Ulean that these systems are in effect "derivative sensors": a step change in externalsignal produces a transient rather than a permanent response.
The signal detection/transduction response systems for several cell types are now understoodat the Inolecular level. These inc1ude the cellular slime mold Dictyostelium discoideum and thebacteriulll E. caU. In the first part of this lecture we discuss a new nlodel für signal transduct.ionin E. coli. 'Ve show that the model responds to both step changes in the attractant level aneJAto slow exponential ramps in time, the two most corrullonly used experimental protocols. \VithWadditional aSSUlllptions about how the chemotactic proteins interact with the flegellar lllot.or,wc call also reproduce the observed bias in the swimming behaviour.
In the second part of the lecture we introduce a mathematical fralnework for incorporatingthe internal dynaluics into the partial differential-integral equation that describes the evolutionin space and tilne of the density of non.interacting individuals in a population. "Vith begin witha so called velocity jump process and reduce it top a hyperbolic system in one space dinlension.\Ve prove that in certain cases steady state aggregation, i.e. a non-constant spatial distributionof thc density, is impossible unless the sensory system adapts as described earlier.
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Andrea Pugliesc

Evolution of virulence: interaction of population aod evolutiooary dynamics

In order to explain the evolution of virulence in microparasites, it is generally accepted that a
trade-off exists between the transmission coefficient (ß) and thc disease- related Inortali ty (v).

If olle asSlunes that the evolutionary time scale isslower than the tinle scale of epidenliological
interactions, the ESS is obtained at the virulence level that maxilnizes Ro = t&, where JL is
the Illortality rate.

Asslluling on the other hand that evolution of parasites occurs at the salne tiIne scale as
hosts' deulography (as it appears fronl several studies in viral evolution), t.he natural variable
is thc distribut.ion of the various viral types. I use the variable x to describe "virulence",
asslllue that. every infected host is infected with a single type of para,;;ites (this illIplies that t.ype
substitution within a host occurs on a faster scale) and that Inutations occur isotropically in :1;.

ApproxiInating this last process wit.h a diffusion operator, one obtains the systcln:

dS

dt
8i(x, t)
----at

b(S + I) -/lS - S Jß(y)i(y, t) dy

82 .

'8 ~ + Sß(x)i(x, t) - (/L + v(x»)i(x, t)
x

that has t.o be coulplcluented by boundary conditions.
\Vhen the parasite-induccd deaths are large enough to regulate the population, there exist.s

a ulliquc posit.ive equilibrium. The value of S at equilibriuln increases with "'(. If one aSSUlllCS

dellsity-dcpelldence in b, the result is the salue, anel thc conelition beconlCS a usqal threshold
eOlldition.

In order to bet.ter understand the systenl, I used an approxinlated system of ODE, whose
variables are S, I, lJl, (thc luean virulence) and \l (its variance). If ß"{x) :::; 0 :::; v"{x) (an
aSSlllllptioll usually tnadc in the ß-1I trade-off), this systelu adnüts a unique positive equilib
riulll that is locally aSYlnptotically stable. The approach to the equilibrium may be oscillatory,
in particlllar In luay undergo large fluctuations. The lllCan virulence at equilibriulll is always
llighcr thall the level tImt nlaxillüzes Ro; the interaction of tiulc-scales thus changes not ollly
thc approach 1,0 equilibritun, hut also the evolutionary equilibriuul itself.

David Rand

Fluctuations aod correlations on evolutionary dynamics

l'vIost nlorleis for ecological, evolutiollary, epidemiological anel inullullological dynalnics are nlean
field Illodels or PDE's. On the other hand the biological systelns thenlselves, as weIl as being
spatial, are also stochastic and have populations made up of individuals. \Vhat is thc rcle
vanee of this for biological phenomena and how can we Illodcl such systeuls in a way that is
luathelnatically controllable?

In the first part of the talk I considered some examples where siInulations suggest newex
planations of biological phenomena. Firstly I explained self·evolved criticality in hast-pathogen
systenls. In these systenls there is a critical transmissibility for the parasite and thc SystCUl

evolves so as to set the transmissibility to this value. Also, evolution in this systelll is 2-3 orders
of Illagnitudc slower than that in Inean-ficld nlodeis.

The second cxanlple concerned a new explanation for thc evolution alld IJIaintenance of
sexual reproduction. This has lang been an outstanding problelll of evolutionary theory becanse
thc costs of sex are vcry high whilc thc conjectured advantages are very weak. Dur explanation
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involves the fact that parasites luaintain high genetic diversity of the hosts which is distribllted in
space. Thus parasites attacking the sexual hosts have no evolutionary target. On thc other hand~

those attackillg asexual hosts have a target and can thercfore evolve to effieiently attack/exploit
thCln.

The final exanlple concerned the evolution of altruislll. This was a prohlenl for evolution
recognised by Darwin who suggested a resolution in tenns of group seleetion. Such explallations
are now discredited and instead there are three Ilew explanations: i) seleetion in trait gIOUpS, ii)
kin selection and iii) reciprocal altruism. I presented a new explanation in which one considers
the spatial structure of an invading population of altruists. By cItunping they henefit each othcr
and can get sllfficient advantage in order to be able to invade.

The second part of the talk was concerned with the description of a eorrelation equation
fonnalism for modelling such problems. One considers the underlyillg biological proccss anel
derives equations for low-order correlations and corrections. One tries to detenninc which cor- a
relations it is necessary to include in order for the correction tenns to be asnlall scale stochastic -
variable that can be replaced by an approximate noise term. I then discussed how this fOrtllalislll
perfonns in tenns of the above biological problems..

Andre de Roos

The spatial scale of interaction between predators and their prey

Thc luain topic in this presentation is the influence of thc spatial scalc of interaction hctwecll
predators and their prey on the ultiluate dynamics of the systelll.

As one exalnple, I will discuss the dynamics of a predator-prey interactioll in whieh the prcda
tor individuals forage on a broad spatial scale while thc prey individllals exhibit o11ly rcstricted
llse of space. Predators are characterized by a non-linear functiollal response which dcpends on
thc loeal prey density. Prey are assumed to oecupy patches, fonning a Illetapoplliatioll with
low' Inigration all10ng patches. Thc predator population is assullled to exert a globally llllifol"lll
predation pressure on the prey subpopulations. The non-linearity in the fllnctiollal response t.o
loeal prey density results in the occurrence of multiple equilibria, whieh differ in thc fractioll of
prey patches that are (nearly) empty. Equilibria with a larger fraction of elupty prey patches
are luore stable. The system tends to approach cquilibria with a sufficiently high Ulunber of
elupty prey patches, so that global" population dynamics are stable. Ir unstable dynanlics are
observed, the fluetuations in loeal prey density exhibit predictable characteristics. Hcncc, a
non-linear response of the predator to loeal prey density ean induce pattern fonuatioll in prey
density and global stabilization. These results earry ovcr to situations in whieh prcy luigratioll
between patches does occur or the spatial domain occupied by the prey population is contin110llS e
instead of subdivided into patches.

.Ioan Saldaiia

Evolutionarily stahle growth rates in continuously size-structured populations

Thc general life his tory problem can be formulated as the following qllestion: "How should
an organism optimally aBocate its resources to growth, survival and reprocluction?" Herc, hy
nIeans of Inaxinlising the intrinsic growth rate A of thc population of conSUlllcrs, wc find t.he
evolutionarily stable allocation of the energy uptake between growth and rcproduetioll in thc
following size-struetured population model (endowed with a positive initial eondition ('11.0 ~ 'UD, 1'0)):
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'llt + [\i(x~ r) 'll]x = -ln(r) tL, x E [0, l), I ~ oo~ t > O~

V(O, r) ..(0, t) =l ß(x, r) ..(x, t) dx + ß(l, r) t!(r), t > 0,

v' == -1n(r)v + ~i~(V(x, r) u), t > 0,

1" == g(1')7' - 1(1') L(v., v), t > O~

whcre u(x, 7') denotes the density of the growing individuals with size X at tilue t, v(t) denotcs
thc non-growing individuals at time t and 1'(t) denotes the resource level at tÜlle t. Further,
we aSSluue that li(x,1') = 1(1') k(x) with 1(0) = 0, 1(1') > 0 for all l' > 0 and I'(x) > 0;
ß(3:, T) = /(1')[1 - k(x)] b(x) with 0 < k(x) ~ 1 and b(x) 2: 0 for all x E [0, l); 1n(1·) > 0 wit.h
1"n'(1') < 0; g'(1') < 0 with g(1'c ) = 0 for some 1'c > 0; anel L(u, v) is a positive continuous linear
functional.

In thc lllOdcl, the energy uptake i~ channeled between growth -in a proportion k- anel re
prodl1ctioll -in a proportion (1 - k)- in such a way that this partition in growing individuals
rlepcllds on their size. The aim of the present study, that has been carried out in collaboration
with Augel Calsina, is to find an allocation funetion k(x) that luaxiInises A.

Nick Savill and Paulien Hogeweg

(Some) evolutionary consequences of self-structured spatial patterns :.,

\Ve are intcrested in how self-structured spatial patterns can influence the eeological and evo
llltionary dynanIics of population~and the feedback of the evolutionary changes on the spat.ial
pattf~rns.

An exaulple lllodel SystCIU is described that deIllonstrates these ideas: nanlely the evolution
of para."itoid aggregat.ion in a spat.ially extended host-para..'iitoid ruodel. In thc luodel it turns
out that thc direction anel strength of the selection pressure on the parasitoids is detennillcd
by thc spatial pattern the parasitoids find thell1Selves in (spirals and turbulence in this casc).
l\tIoreover, there is COlllpetition on the level of the patterns whieh deternlines the evolutionary
outcollle of the aggregation strength. It is then useful to think of the spiral waves as entities in
their own right. This leads to qucstions like "15 there selection on the level of spirals?", ete.

This behaviour eOllleS about because of the interaction of processes across spatial anti teln~

poral scales.

Birgitt Schönfisch

Dimer automata

'Ne dcfine a clac,s of discrete dynamieal systems which we call dimer autoluata. In dinlcr au
tOluata thc new states of two neighbouring cells are functions of thc states of those two cells,
whcreas in cellular autolllata the new state of one cell is a function of the states in the neigh
bOllrhood. Synchronous dynamics gives rise to conflicts but with asynchronous dynanlies slIch
systenlS are very natural. Dinler automata are very silnple, they have some advantages in rnod
clling spatial spread. \Ve present adefinition, a classification, a first approach to detenuinc
approxilnate a..~yulptotic elensities alld exalnples how to detenuine the long tenn dynanlical be
havionr. Finally \vc give an example applying the dimer concept to an alignment Inodel.
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Frank Schweitzer

Generation of directed motion by means of active Brownian particles

The transition of Brownian (disoriented) motion into a directional (ordered) lllotion call be
considered as a virtual pattern formation. We introduce a model based on active Browllian
partides, which i) are able to store energy in an internal energy depot~ \vhich can be cOIl\~erted

into kinetic energy, and ii) are able to change their environment by modifying a loeal potential,
which in turn influences the further motion.

Different examples to generate directed motion are discussed: i) the quasi-periorlic Hlotion
of punlped Brownian particles between a localised energy source and a potential InininlUlJ11 ii)
the origillation of directed motion in a ratchet potential (periodic, asymluetric potential), iii)
the generation of rlirecterl motion based on chemotactic response of the particles. e

~l0\1M· . .· . .· . .· . ., . ., . .
j ~ j

ratchet potential

.Jonathan Sherratt

Mathematical modelling of tumor invasion

Correlations of cell phenotype driving invasion is a key cause for ullderstanding tUlllor dynaulics
and for efficiellt implementation of anti-invasive therapies. We have modellerl this using a sys
tenl of partial differential equations governing benign and invasive cells, extracellular rnotiou,
degradive enzyme concentration and degradation products. Simplified submodels show t.he iln
portance of haptotaxis and proteolysis actin together driving invasion, and also different benigu
tlullor rIlorphologies, in particular capsule formation and multi-Iobularity. The fulllllodel frarue
work enables these various components to be studied together, for example showing the way in

'''''01' . ~ I}:f ({ f" e# ~\p.~
C(j~L~ o} Je~se. Mv lk ~lo~lJl(L/

hb(olJ~ bc.M +ur-10r
Angela Stevens

Pattern formation of interacting particles, induced by diffusing and non-diffusing
media

In this talk the cOllnection between localisation results for a single particle doing a reinforcecl
randonl walk in one dimension, aggregation results for nlany interacting particles, doing thc
salne anel continuous chemotaxis equatious were presented. This was done to understalld the
aggregation of myxobacteria which tend to glide on so called slirne trails. The question is
whether slilne trail following accounts for the final aggregation. Davis (1990) showed t.hat ollly
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a superlinear reinforcenlent of an attractive information accounts for localisation of a particle
unclergoing a reinforced randoln walk in aue dimension. The diffusion approxiInation of this
randoln walk leads to:

alP Dax(axp - (~axV))
atv >..p or )..vp

where p denotes the probability density and v the density of the reinforceluent infonnatioll
conditions on the path. For Neumann boundary conditions, an initial peak for panel atv =
)..vp, p blows up in finite time, 8tv = )..p the initial peak of p breaks down. So this result
agrees nicely with Davis' (1990) result. The same can be done in two dimensions with sinülar
findings. Siluulations of the reinforced randorn walk for many particles show that not only thc
reinforceluent has to be strong to account for aggregation but also the positive reaction towards
the existing trails has to be stronger. This gives rise t the question: \Vhen does the chenlotaxis
describe the gliding of interacting populations of bacteria?

If one sets up stochastic equations for each particle in an lV particlc systeln, eqllivalcut to
thc above lnentioned Focker-Plank equation, and adds rules for the illteract.ion of thc particlcs
- it should be llloderate interaction - the chenlotaxis system can be derived rigorollsly.

Sabine Stöcker

Models for fish schools

Schooling behavior is a challellging topic in the context of aninlal aggregation. It is also of eco
nOluic importance for the estimation of stock sizes. An individual based llloveluent lllOdel will
be developed, taking into account energetic advantages of schooling. This lnodel is a celllliar
autOlIlaton with a hexagonal grid. The latter considers the geonlet.ry of a 5chool:_. where fish
SWilll in a rlianlOud-shape configuration in order to makeuse of thc velocity~ induced hy the t.ail
strakes of preceding 6sh. Furthernlore, knowing the induced velocity field allows t.o cOllsider t.hc
cnergetic needs of 6sh swimming in that school anel to describe the break up of schools duc to
oxygen d~pletion. This allows to estimate lnaximunl school sizes. .;;

Catelijne van Oss, Andreas Deutsch and \Volfgang Alt

A spatial model of dynamic instability in microtubules

IVlicrotllbllles are long, thin polYluers that constitute an ilnportant part of the cytoskeletoll
of livillg cells. Oue of their functions is to separate the duplicated chrolllosolllCS dllriug cell
division. Both in vivo as in vitro it is observecl that Inicrotubules can show a uuiql1e dYllaluic
hehaviour called Hdynamic instability", in which phases of slow polynler g~owth alternate with
rapid shrinkage [7]. Apparently~ the transitions between these phases occur at ra11<10111. Iu
a lllicrotubule solution, the states (growing or shrinking) of the Inicrotubules can be eithcr
uncorrelated or nearly synchronous. Even traveling waves of microtubule assernbly/ disa5sclnhly
are observed. The phenomenon of dynamic instability is associated with a change in the ellergy
state of the lllonomer following polymerisation, which makes the polynler less stable. This results
in polymer shrinkage if the rate of energy change exceeels the polYluerisation rate, anel polYlner
growth in the reverse case [5,9]

Until now, models of dynamic instability in microtubules have Illerely foellsed on tmuporal
behaviour (see for instance [1,2,4,6]). The first spatial moelel was lnade by [8] to deserihc tolle
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spatial organization of nlicrotubules growing from a celltral nucleatioll center (thc centrosolue).
Our ainl is to study microtubule oscillations and spatial pattern fOfluation wit.hout thc prescnce
of an organising centre. For this, we set up an individual-oriented 111ode1 1 in whieh thc individn
als are the lllonomers (silllilar individual-orientated models have proven to bc sllcc.essful in other
systems that display spatial structures, see for instance [3]). The 11lonOluers are charactcrizcd by
their (x, y) position and astate variable. The state can be either of the following: frec 1l10nOlllCl',
11lonOluer situated at the tip of a polymer, mononler situated inside a polYluer. In addition, a
1l1onOlner in eaeh of these three states can be either energy-rich or cnergy-pool', whieh results
in a total of six possible states. Dependent on their own state and that of their llcighboul's,
lnonorners cau diffuse, change their energy state, asseluble into polYlners alld disassenlble. \Vith
this Inodel at hand, we are able to assay the influenee of IDeal 1llon0111er COIlcelltrations Oll the
hchaviour of individual polynwrs. Also, the Inodel allows investigation of spatial patterns rc-
snlting frarll "camillunication" betweell neighbouring polynlcrs nlediated by t.he ]oca]lllonOnter ~

concentration. -
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Nick Savill and ~\'Iaarten Boerlijst.
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